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DEAR CUSTOMER,
It was the summer of 1978 when the first “gooseneck style” basketball system appeared in the Canadian market. A
revolution had begun! Schools and parks loved them for their ruggedness and sleek appearance. Buyers made Sport
Systems their first choice for basketball systems.
Over the years, our business has expanded to serve clients across North America and around the world. In addition to growing
geographically, our firm has broadened its product offering to incorporate all types of premium, institutional sports equipment
and athletic facility components.
As a turnkey supplier of sports equipment, customers benefit from the “entire package” – superior product knowledge,
merchandise of unsurpassed quality and legendary customer service. It is this formula that has kept clients coming back year
after year. It is this formula that has propelled our company to the lead in the sports infrastructure market.
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For over three decades, clients have made Sport Systems their first choice for project support. We are proud of the
longstanding relationships we have formed within the education sector, the municipal market and the construction
industry alike.
Put us to the test and see how your organization will benefit from all that can be offered by a premium supplier of athletic
facility equipment. We are ready to tackle your next project!
Sincerely,

Matthew Mould, P.Eng. MBA
President

1-877-600-4667
WWW.SSCI.CA

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about how Sport Systems and
how we can serve you.
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
or 613-256-1112
FAX: 613-256-5876

CASE STUDY HELPING CARLETON UNIVERSITY BRING BACK RAVEN’S FOOTBALL IN STYLE
DESIGN, FABRICATE & INSTALL GRANDSTAND
Revitalize a neglected stadium—fast
After a 15-year hiatus, Carleton University revived its football
program with the help of the Old Crows—a group of Carleton
football alumni and community supporters. The cornerstone of the
revitalization was the upgrade of the team’s neglected field and
stadium. Sport Systems designed and built a new I-Beam
grandstand with seating for 3000+ fans, complete with press boxes
for media and coaching staff.

CARLETON UNIVERSITY
KEITH HARRIS STADIUM

A team effort
The job’s tight schedules and large scope required complex
planning and coordination of logistics. Our drafting team
generated a complete set of drawings stamped by our engineering
consultants. Once the necessary building permits were in place, our
engineering partners began the foundation design and layout.

Ready for kick-off
With approvals in hand, fabrication of the grandstands began at
Sport Systems' facility while we coordinated the site preparation. Our
foundation design and plans helped fast-track the process and over
the course of nine weeks the installation and the project was
complete—well ahead of kick-off—just in time to join the tailgate
party!
We are extremely proud to have partnered with Carleton University
and the Old Crows Alumni, and play a key role in bringing Raven’s
Football back to Keith Harris Stadium! – GO RAVENS!
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OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
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OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
Sport Systems works with organizations by providing complete design & build services for
new bleacher installations as well as refurbishments. Whether your organization requires a
custom-tailored seating solution, a standard product or assistance in replacing decking,
we can take care of all of your spectator seating needs.

ANGLE FRAME BLEACHERS
Sport Systems designs, manufactures & offers coast to coast installation services for
standard & custom outdoor bleacher systems. With thousands of seats installed
nationwide, our in-house engineering department excels at helping customers maximize
their seating capacity given specific site constraints. Products are designed according to
provincial and national building code (NBC) standards.

BL-5TBDR 5-Tier Bleacher

Outdoor bleachers are typically manufactured using steel angle understructures, which
are hot-dipped galvanized to ASTM standards after fabrication. Sport Systems is certified by
the CWB (Canadian Welding Bureau) to 47.1 (steel) and 47.2 (aluminum) welding standards.
Conventional units are available in 3, 4, 5 and 10-tier arrangements & custom units are
available with closed decking, elevated platforms and accessibility ramps.
While not exhibiting the clear span characteristic of its beam-style counterpart, angle frame
bleachers feature continuous framework members spaced every 5’ to 6’ and can be installed
on compacted granular surfaces and concrete slabs. These units are a great way to deliver
seating when projects are budget-focused and seating is limited to 15 rows and under.

Team Gushue Sports Complex, Mount Pearl, NL

Before embarking upon your project, call the bleacher experts at Sport Systems today
& put our years of experience to work for you!
See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about our Outdoor Seating
solutions
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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Queen’s University, Richardson Memorial Stadium,
Kingston, ON

Dauphin Fair Grounds, Dauphin, MB

OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS

Jack Assembly

Towable Hitch Assembly

Towable 5 Tier Bleacher

TOWABLE BLEACHERS
Sport Systems boasts a range of
transportable bleacher units which can
be hitched to maintenance vehicles for
easy relocation within the grounds of
your facilities. Standard permanent angle
frame bleachers may also be retrofitted
with tow kits when the need arises.
Contact us today to discuss how these
versatile, portable bleacher systems can
be incorporated into your
seating plan.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about our Outdoor Seating
solutions
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667

Towable 10 Tier Bleacher
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OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
I-BEAM GRANDSTANDS
Sport Systems’ permanent beam design is your first choice
when seeking to create usable space beneath the stand.
Large scale facilities have come to realize that our clear span
structure allows the inclusion of amenities such as
restrooms, concessions, storage and access beneath the
stand. Beam stand understructures can be offered in
hot-dipped galvanized or powder-coated steel
construction. These systems are available with a variety of
aluminum decking options to meet the facility designers’
budget and performance requirements including, semiclosed deck, closed deck, channel interlock design (the
ultimate in deflection resistance) and trough design which
directs water to key downspout locations beneath the
system.

Carleton University, Keith Harris Stadium, Ottawa, ON

Our permanent beam designs also offer a myriad of seating
options including conventional bench style, bench seating
with backrests and premium stadium chair seating. These
systems offer the facility designer the ability to customize
the installation based on requirements for accessible
seating, ramp access, stair cases and vomitories. The vast
number of accessibility ramp & seating options, railing styles
& front facades allow for maximum versatility, giving you a
system that best suits your particular requirements.
Sport Systems works with clients from the concept to
commissioning on design-build grandstand projects by
providing fundamentals such as layout, seating density
calculations, sightline optimization, load distributions,
manufacturing and installation. Contact us from the outset
to experience seamless project coordination.

See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc
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I-Beam Understructure

University of Ottawa, Gee-Gee’s Field, Ottawa, ON

OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
PRESS BOXES
Sport Systems is proud to offer clients consultation and
budget assistance concerning press box & suite design and
installation. All press boxes are built to NBC and CSA
specifications and are offered with a variety of unique
features including: roof top access & viewing, custom
interior and exterior finishes, countertops, raceways, sloping
front facades and covered access landings.
Press box understructures are designed as an integral part to
any beam-style grandstand and can also be manufactured
as a standalone unit for any angle frame bleacher systems.
Standalone press boxes and custom structures are ideal for
sport field sites that have smaller bleacher configurations and
adequate space for placement. These structures are designed
to provide an elevated press box with stair case access from
the ground level, separate from any bleacher seating. Features
can include clear span, hot-dipped galvanized or custom
powder-coated under structure designs to allow for
concessions and barrier free travel under the press box. Other
features include catwalk platforms and custom stair case
configurations. All designs conform to the National Building
Codes and local building code requirements.

Roof Top Access Hatch with Interior Ships Ladder

When contemplating the addition of a press box to your
facility, please contact one of our project managers to discuss
why our press box designs are industry leading.

See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc
Cardinal Newman CHS, Hamilton, ON

Custom Interior Press Box Design With Elevated Viewing
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OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS

Timer Table

TIMER TABLES AND VIDEO/SPOTTER STANDS
Take your game to the next level by adding a timer table to
your field or pitch. These durable and portable systems come
in various lengths and configurations. All systems consist of a
galvanized steel structure and anodized aluminum seating and
table top. Optional powder-coated finishes are available.
Our line of video and spotter stands provides you with the best
spotting and filming angles on the field. These structures are
designed for standard elevated heights and come complete
with contrast stair nosings and guard rails. Contact us to discuss
custom platform heights that may be required.
Spotter or Video Stand
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OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
PLAYERS BENCHES
Sport Systems handles a variety of sports benches to
compliment your facility. Permanent benches
(embedded in concrete and surface mount) are ideal for
baseball dugouts, soccer pitches and football fields.
Portable benches are ideal for indoor applications. These
units are supplied with footpads to eliminate any
prospective damage to your floor. All models are
available with or without backrests. Custom designs are
available upon request. Standard features include
tubular galvanized steel legs for permanent benches
and aluminum angle struts for portable models. All
units feature anodized aluminum seat planks &
backrests.

See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc

BL-PB-BR Portable Players Bench With Backrest

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about our Outdoor Seating solutions
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667

BL-IGB Permanent In-Ground Players Bench Without Backrest
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OUTDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS

Plastic benches

Plastic benches available in portable wall mounted configuration, with or without backrests

PLASTIC BENCHES
Crafted from high-quality recycled plastic and equipped
with stainless steel hardware, these plastic benches are
versatile enough to be used in many different settings.
These sturdy and reliable benches can be found in locker
rooms, pools, gymnasiums, parks and arenas. They can be
anchored, but often it is not necessary due to their weight
and sturdy construction.
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Wall mounted benches are also available for locker rooms
and other applications and can be custom mitred and cut
for inside and outside corners.
Portable benches are available with and without backrests
and a number of standard lengths. The bench tops feature
a standard seat width of 10-7/8” but are also available in a
wider option of 15-1/2”.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about our Outdoor Seating solutions
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667

INDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
2400 SERIES TELESCOPIC BLEACHERS
Multi-functional facilities need rapid change over from practice
court configurations to game-day main court configurations
complete with spectator seating. Benefit from the best of both
worlds with our telescopic bleachers. When not in use, these
systems retract into a compact storage position and when
required, Sport Systems can ensure optimum seating capacities
for your game day applications.
Sport Systems' telescopic bleachers feature a number of
industry leading features which other manufacturers don’t offer
including but not limited to:
• Full tubular leg construction vs. formed C-channel construction
• Angle iron bracing vs. bent sheet metal bracing
• Panel-lam (HDPE) composite decking vs. painted
plywood decking

Michipicoten High School, Michipicoten, ON

Dollard-des-Ormeaux, QC

Korah Collegiate Vocational School, Sault Ste. Marie, ON

Algoma University, Sault Ste. Marie, ON

• Custom rise design capability vs. standard rise only
These characteristics ensure that your telescopic system will
stand up to the most rigorous institutional use and offer years
of reliable operation.
Bleachers are available with: manual or Posi-Drive Electrical
operation, bench seating and individual chairs and a number of
other accessories such as hand rails, end curtains and more. These
systems are designed according to NBC requirements.
Ask about our telescopic bleachers for your aquatic centre.
These systems excel in high humidity environments because
their steel components are hot-dipped galvanized after
fabrication. This corrosion inhibiting specification will
contribute to steady-state, long term operation.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about our Indoor Seating solutions
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667

KODIAK

TM

Seating Systems

See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc

BY ROYAL STEWART LTD.

204-224-3221
W W W. K O D I A K S E AT I N G . C O M
MADE IN CANADA
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INDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
3200 SERIES TELESCOPIC PLATFORM BLEACHERS
When a stadium or auditorium type feel is required, telescopic platforms with
folding chairs create the perfect environment. Whether in an arena, stadium,
auditorium or performing arts centre, Sport Systems has a solution for your
facility needs. Telescopic platforms are available in standard and custom
extended rise and runs designed to accommodate folding chairs. For added
comfort, chairs are available with upholstered seating and backs along with
HDPE seats and backs. All models can fold up to 8 chairs at a time allowing the
facility to be transformed in just minutes.
Sport Systems' telescopic bleachers feature a number of industry leading
features which other manufacturers don’t offer including but not limited to:
• Full tubular leg construction vs. formed C-channel construction
• Angle iron bracing vs. bent sheet metal bracing
• Panel-lam (HDPE) composite decking vs. painted
plywood decking

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB

Keyano College, Fort McMurray, AB

Lycee Claudel, Ottawa, ON

Lycee Claudel Understructure

• Custom rise design capability vs. standard rise only
These characteristics ensure that your telescopic system will stand up to
the most rigorous institutional use and offer years of reliable operation.
Bleachers are available with: manual or Posi-Drive Electrical operation, bench seating
and individual chairs and a number of other accessories such as hand rails, end
curtains and more. These systems are designed according to NBC requirements.

KODIAK

TM

Seating Systems
BY ROYAL STEWART LTD.

204-224-3221
W W W. K O D I A K S E AT I N G . C O M

See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc
MADE IN CANADA

CLICK OR CALL to learn more about
our Indoor Seating solutions
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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INDOOR SEATING SOLUTIONS
ARENA BLEACHERS
At Sport Systems, we provide the solution to any arena seating application. Our
bleachers feature welded steel framework that is hot-dip galvanized after fabrication.
Corrosion is no longer an issue in a damp arena environment.
These rugged units are decked with rigid aluminum extrusions providing a long lasting
installation. Bleachers are typically designed as a closed desk system, preventing trash
& debris from falling beneath the seating structure. This design allows for rapid clean
up following any event.
All systems are compliant with the National Building Code (NBC) and come with
numerous options including custom row spacing, custom rise and seating finishes.
Sport Systems specializes in maximizing an arena’s seating capacity & sightlines while
working around obstructions such as pre-eng columns, rink boards, penalty boxes and
access gates. Please enquire about custom made accessible seating viewing platforms for
your arena.

Beckwith Recreation Complex, Carleton Place, ON

Rycroft Arena, Rycroft, AB

BL-4TR Tip & Roll Bleacher

BL-3TR Tip & Roll Bleacher

TIP & ROLL BLEACHERS
Our Tip & Roll bleachers are perfect for indoor auxiliary seating requirements. These
lightweight aluminum units easily tip up on their non-marring swivel casters for
effortless transport while caster brakes prevent the unit from moving when in storage.
All standard models fit through a standard 30" wide x 7' high door frame, maximizing
transportation & storage flexibility.
Our exclusive outrigger adds safety & stability to the units & is standard on all 4-row units.
All Tip & Roll bleachers feature anodized aluminum seat boards, mill finish double-wide
aluminum floorboards and riser planks. These systems include non-marring rubber foot
pads which protect your hardwood floor when the unit is in place.
These standard systems are available in 2, 3 and 4-row versions. Please consult our
website to preview length and seating capacity charts.
See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc
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BASKETBALL

Shown With 240SG Goal
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OUTDOOR: INSTITUTIONAL IN-GROUND
BASKETBALL SYSTEM

OUTDOOR: INSTITUTIONAL WALL MOUNTED
BASKETBALL SYSTEM

The most rugged & recognizable basketball system in the
outdoor sports market. Our superior system features a
4 ½" O.D. galvanized pole with a 48" gooseneck galvanized
to ASTM standards, a cast aluminum backboard & a variety
of goal choices. This system is most popular with Parks &
Recreation departments, schools, & community playgrounds.
If you need an indestructible & maintenance-free outdoor
basketball system, ask for the original goose.

This durable system allows for basketball play where
space is limited. Standard features include a heavy duty,
galvanized steel wall mount structure and our cast
aluminum backboard. For all outdoor models, choose one
of the following goal options: 240SG double goal with
mesh, big ugly galvanized goal (BUGG) or 5500 breakaway
goal with mesh.

Shown With BUGG Goal
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GYM FLOOR COVERS
Our vinyl gym floor covers are available in weights of 22 oz/sq. yd. and
30 oz/sq. yd. As with most of our products, customization is always an
option for each and every unique design and situation. Our model
55-22 Defender Series features 22 oz/sq. yd. vinyl coated polyester
reinforced fabric. This cover is perfect in situations where occasional
floor protection is needed from moderate foot traffic, table and chair
use. The Defender Series is suited best for those who plan to use the
cover up to 15 times in a calendar year and features a reversible royal
blue and grey colour.
Model 55-30 is our Champion Series ultra heavy-duty cover. This system
features 30 oz/sq. yd. vinyl coated polyester reinforced fabric, offering
the very best in overall protection. It is ideal for facilities where the gym
doubles as a sporting and event venue where foot traffic, table and
chair use is heavy. The Champion Series vinyl covers are rated for use
15 or more times per calendar year, are available in reversible royal blue
and beige, and come with an 8-year limited warranty.

STORAGE RACK
The most efficient way to deploy and store your gym floor cover is by
using our heavy-duty rack system. These rack systems allow you to
store up to 10,000 sq.ft. of material in a 12’ x 3.5’ footprint. Folding a
gym floor cover for storage purposes will lead to the formation of
creases, eventually preventing the cover from laying flat. Our storage
racks unique rolling design is the ideal way to keep your investment in
excellent condition. Each rack includes non-marring castors and two
manual hand winders.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more about
our Gym Floor Cover products
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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ACCESSORIES
POWER WINDER
This electric powered winder makes rolling
up your floor covers a breeze! Heavy-duty,
portable, & unlike its competitors, backed
by a full lifetime warranty.

SEAM TAPE APPLICATOR
Solid steel construction with comfortable
hand grips & durable rubber wheels allow for
easy operation & maintenance. Makes
application of seam tape fast & easy!

STORAGE RACK COVER
When storage space is minimal & aesthetics
are important, this storage rack cover is the
ideal solution for your gym.

SEAM TAPE
Our seam tape offers full protection, preventing
chair & table legs from catching at the fabric
edges. Users often deploy seam tape in high
traffic areas for patron safety and during events
that will see refreshments being served. Seam
tape acts as a barrier preventing any liquid
from spilling onto the floor. This tape goes
down easy and will not leave any adhesive
residue on the floor cover. Tape is 3” wide to
ensure full coverage of the seams.
See how they work! Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc
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GYM MATS
CRASH PADS
Our crash pads are constructed of 44 I.L.D. polyurethane foam.
8", 10" & 12" cushions are made of solid block foam, while all others
are constructed with a honeycomb foam design. These pads also
feature an 18 oz. top and bottom vinyl cover, with 4" of breather
mesh around the entire centre perimeter. Mat covers are double
stitched & come standard with reinforced carrying handles. Ideal
for gymnastics, indoor rock climbing, high jump, cheerleading &
other training programs.

FOLDING MATS
Sport Systems handles a wide array of folding mats for schools,
daycares, gymnastics, martial arts and tactical training programs.
Standard colours include blue, yellow, black, green, beige & red.
These mats are covered with heavy-duty, easy to clean, anti-fungal
vinyl & feature sewn-in Velcro fasteners. Sizes range from 4’ x 4’ to 6’ x
12’. Speak to your product specialist about specifying the foam filler
compound that’s right for your application. Custom sizes available
upon request.

SPEED SKATING PADDING
Safety padding for speed skating facilities is vital and must adhere to
strict specifications. Speed Skating Canada has developed a set of
guidelines for establishing the minimum speed skating crash protection
required for both practice and competitive applications. There are
different requirements for long track and short track competition.
Call us today to discuss your speed skating padding requirements.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more
about our Gym Mat products
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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WALL PADDING
STAGE MAT PADDING

PERMANENT WALL PADDING

A stage in a gymnasium presents a critical
hazard when athletic activity is taking
place. Sport Systems offers custom-made
stage padding for your facility. All stage
padding is manufactured with a hinge,
which enables you to access under-stage
storage areas without having to remove
your padding. A standard stage pad is
constructed of 2" high-density foam,
& a heavy-duty vinyl cover. Available in
yellow, forest green, gray, beige, black,
royal blue, navy blue, burgundy & red.

Our clients use permanent wall pads in their
gymnasiums and around their outdoor sports
fields. Our permanent wall padding series is
designed to be permanently mounted. Standard
features: 2'W x 6'H with 2" thick high-density
foam, heavy-duty vinyl cover available in 9 standard
colors, with a leather emboss finish. Our padding
is treated with U.V. pigments for prolonged
exposure, is mildew and rot resistant and can
easily be cleaned with mild soap & water. Vinyl
covers are fire rated.

POST, COLUMN & BEAM
PADDING
Sport Systems offers padding for posts,
poles, columns, I-beams & more. We can
construct these pads round, square,
hexagonal, 3-sided or as a flange style.
Each pad is custom-made to the client’s
requirements. Standard materials include
a 2” high-density impact resistant foam
and a heavy duty vinyl cover. Available
in yellow, forest green, gray, beige, black,
royal blue, navy blue, burgundy & red.
If you can build it, we can pad it.

You can use our permanent wall padding to
compliment your facility with team colors or logos
to really show off your pride!

CUSTOM CUTOUTS
All permanent wall padding is fully customizable
in terms of panel size and can be supplied with
cutouts for light switches, electrical outlets, fire
alarms and thermostats.
See our full line of padding on Youtube!
Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc

CLICK OR CALL to learn more about
our Wall Padding products
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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WALL PADDING
DE-ESCALATION/SECLUSION ROOM PADDING
Quiet rooms, also known as calming rooms, de-escalation
rooms, or seclusion rooms, are used to create an environment
completely removed from outside distractions, facilitating
extreme relaxation and/or contemplation within a safe
environment. These rooms are typically equipped with floor
and wall padding and can also involve impact-absorbing floor
tiles and other safety features. We also design custom padding
for sensory rooms, which in some cases involve more complex
design features, such as softplay equipment, interactive
programming, lighting, audio, etc.
Standard pad features include: 7/16” O.S.B. backing, 2” thick
high-density foam with low smoke polychloroprene latex
compound, heavy-duty 14 oz. or 18 oz. vinyl cover and custom
made pad sizes for a clean fit in each room.
Christian Horizons, North Bay, ON
* For applications in Quiet Rooms, Sport Systems uses
padding that meets NBC requirements for interior
finishes requiring a pass of the CAN/ULC-S102 of the
padding as AN ASSEMBLY. Most vendors have fire-rated vinyl, but their entire pad as an assembly might
not pass this test. Make sure to enquire about this important distinction when purchasing custom
padding for Quiet Rooms.
Each facility has different requirements, layouts and room designs. Our in-house design team can accommodate any
request with our extensive experience and flexibility with custom padding applications.
Please contact a member of our sales team for a quick consultation on how we can turn any room into a quiet room
with our innovative padding solutions.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more about
our Wall Padding products
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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Jeanne Sauve School, Ottawa, ON

NETTING
SPORTING (INDOOR & OUTDOOR)
Sport Systems provides netting and installation services for
arenas, baseball diamonds, & sports field applications. All
netting is custom manufactured to ensure the proper fit and
to simplify installation.
Netting can be supplied as (1) raw mesh, (2) with roped edges,
or (3) with taped & grommeted edges. Netting features a
knotless construction which reduces wind drag and fatigue
while increasing both aesthetics & spectator visibility.
All outdoor netting is formulated with U.V. inhibiting
compounds to increase its service life.
Netting is available in black, white and clear monofilament
styles. Speak to a product specialist today about your
specific application.
RA Centre, Ottawa, ON

Central Park, Collingwood, ON

University of Ottawa, Gee-Gee’s Field, Ottawa, ON

St. Laurent Arena, Ottawa, ON

TURNKEY NETTING BARRIERS
Sport Systems also provides a turnkey style, design and
build approach to netting barriers that includes the supply
and installation of foundations, poles and cable and
hardware infrastructure. Turnkey barrier designs can feature
steel, lumber or even concrete posts. Speak to a project
manager today to discuss you upcoming netting barrier
requirements.
Watch our netting videos online!
Youtube.com/SportSystemsInc

CLICK OR CALL to learn more about
our Sport Netting applications
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667
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NETTING
GOLF NETTING
Sport Systems carries a variety of golf netting
products for applications including: driving
ranges, direct impact, practice cages and golf
courses. All netting is custom made to your
exact size requirements and features an integrally
sewn rope border to preserve perimeter mesh
and allow for easy installation.
Our golf netting features a 1" x 1" knotless
design which promotes lifespan due to enhanced
aerodynamics and reduced drag. This black
polyester mesh features a U.V. inhibiting
formulation, a 2 mm twine and 105 lbs. of
break strength.

CLICK OR CALL to learn more about
our Industrial Netting applications
www.ssci.us
1-877-600-4667

Lashburn Town & Country Club, Lashburn, SK
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DESIGN. BUILD. INSTALL.
Sport Systems features in-house product engineering, manufacturing capabilities and project management. Whether our team of factory trained installers is inspecting &
maintaining your facility equipment to our “Orange Zone” standards or embarking upon a brand new installation; you can rest assured that the industry’s best is
taking care of you.

Manufacturer Certified Installation Teams

In-house Design and Engineering Capabilities

Press Box Installation: University of Ottawa

Kawartha Speedway Summer Sizzler: Seating by SSCI

Design-build Netting Barrier Installation

Flexible & Responsive Manufacturing

HEADQUARTERS

3 Germany Dr.
Suite 4-4330
Wilmington, DE 19804
1-877-600-4667
FAX: 613-256-5876
www.ssci.us

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
Sport Systems is North America’s premier designer, manufacturer & installer of
high performance athletic facility equipment. Contact us to leverage our
industry-leading experience when contemplating your next project.

